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PROJECT HIGHLIGHT GSWSA BULL CREEK AREA DRAINAGE STUDY
Grand Strand Water & Sewer Authority's Bull
Creek Surface Water Treatment Plant provides clean
drinking water to much of Horry County. This site is
advantageously positioned in Bucksport at the
confluence of the Waccamaw and Great Pee Dee
Rivers. While the ability to draw raw water from
either of these two rivers offers GSWSA advantages
in the production of quality potable water, the
impacts of recent hurricanes on the region led to G3's
work with GSWSA to improve the flood resilience of
the expansive facility and surrounding land
application fields.

Following detailed field exploration and survey, G3 has been tasked to create a detailed stormwater
model of the watershed. To do this, we are utilizing software with two-dimensional modeling capability.
Unlike traditional one-dimensional models still in widespread use, two-dimensional models overlay various
map layers such as land covers, soils,
and elevations to stimulate rainfall
accumulation and flow from the
moment it hits the ground. This
removes many hydrologic and hydraulic
assumptions and simplifications that
would otherwise by made and produces
a significantly more flexible model that
can accurately simulate the changing
characteristics of watershed as it
transitions from normal to inundation
conditions.
Using the more detailed and accurate insights gleaned from our two-dimensional modeling efforts,
G3 is working to develop effective, economical solutions to improve the flood resiliency of Grand Strand
Water & Sewer Authority's facility so that they can focus on what they do best - delivering safe drinking
water to Horry County - even in the face of natural disaster.
- Ryan Bergeron, EIT
G3 Project Manager
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Rather than an "either/or" set of static characteristics,
they're more likely to demonstrate both. This isa key to
their success. They are complex - so complex that many
of their defining qualitiesare paradoxical.

8 PARADOXICAL H ABITS OF
W ILDLY SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE

1. They're polit e, yet complet ely unafraid t o rock t he boat .
Successful people are never satisfied with the status quo. They?re not afraid to challenge conventional wisdom, yet they don?t
disrupt things for the sake of being disruptive; they do it to make things better. Still, they?re polite and considerate, and they
don?t draw attention to other people?s mistakes just to humiliate them. However, that doesn?t mean they sit back and let people
wander off in the wrong direction. They won?t hesitate to speak up when it?s time to change course.

2. They're deeply passionat e, yet rat ional and object ive about t heir work.
Successful people are passionate about their work, but they don?t let it skew their thinking. They have the ability to step back
and look at their work with a critical eye and to accept their mistakes. If it?s a disaster, they?ll admit it, because they realize that
it?s better to try something different than to put out something sub-par with their name on it.

3. They're convergent and divergent t hinkers.
Convergent thinking is rational thinking that typically results in a single right answer. Divergent thinking is about generating
ideas and asking questions that have no solid right or wrong answers. Both are important.

4. They're bot h energet ic and calm.
Successful people seem to have limitless energy when it comes to doing the things they?re passionate about, but they aren?t
frantic. They can keep that energy under control. They work hard and focus on the task at hand with devoted concentration, but
they?re so smooth that they make it look both easy and fun.

5. They like t o work and play.
Because they love what they do, they find brainstorming, problem-solving and grinding out tough projects thought provoking,
engaging and deeply satisfying. And although they take their work very seriously, the enjoyment and gratification they derive
from it blurs the common demarcation between work and play.

6. They're ambivert s.
Successful people are comfortable acting in ways that amplify their introversion and extraversion, depending on what the
situation calls for.

7. They're naive and smart .
No one would argue that intelligence isn?t an important part of success, but many successful people also have a childlike lack of
awareness (or maybe it?s a lack of respect) for the type of constraints that other people blindly accept. They?re not limited by
what other people tell them is possible.

8. They're bot h humble and proud.
Taking pride in your work is absolutely essential for success, but successful people know they wouldn?t be where they are
without the people who came before them and those they?ve worked with along the way. They know that they didn?t achieve
their success all on their own, and because they?re OK with that, they don?t have anything to prove.
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